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Limits of Liability/Disclaimer

The author and publisher of this book and the accompanying materials have used their best efforts in preparing this program. The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this program. They disclaim any warranties (express or implied), merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable for any loss or other damages, including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages. As always, the advice of a competent professional should be sought where necessary.

This manual contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited without express written permission of the author.

DISCLOSURE OF RISK: The risk of loss in trading futures and options can be substantial; therefore, only genuine risk funds should be used. Futures and options may not be suitable investments for all individuals, and individuals should carefully consider their financial condition in deciding whether to trade. Option traders should be aware that the exercise of a long option would result in a futures position.

Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below.

No representation is being made that any person will, or is likely to, achieve profits or losses similar to those shown in this manual. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by any particular trading method.

One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For example, the ability to withstand losses or to adhere to a particular trading program, in spite of trading losses are material points which can also adversely affect actual trading results. There are numerous other factors related to the markets, in general, or to the implementation of any specific trading program which cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results and all of which can adversely affect actual trading results.
Why RSI?

Of all the different secondary indicators that traders have to choose from, RSI, in my opinion, is one of the best.

RSI stands for Relative Strength Index; however the name does not adequately describe what the indicator does. It does not really measure the “relative strength” of anything; rather the indicator gives you an idea as to the internal pressures affecting a market.

In other words, RSI can help you get a “feel” for what other traders are thinking.

RSI is also useful because it mimics what other indicators are telling you as well...and more.

Here is a chart of RSI with Slow Stochastics overlaid. Notice that both indicators rely on overbought and oversold regions to give you a sense for where the market is currently trading.

Notice how the circles identify where both indicators would have given buy and sell signals; although the signals may have been
generated differently (more on that in a minute). Here you can see that RSI and Stochastics follow each other pretty closely.

Similarly RSI follows MACD, another popular indicator quite closely. MACD is a popular indicator because it is rarely wrong, but the reason it is rarely wrong is because it has considerable market lag. Even so many traders use MACD to plan their trades.

RSI is actually a little more sensitive than MACD and will give buy/sell signals earlier.

Many traders look to MACD to identify divergences between the indicator and prices. As you will see in a moment, RSI is also an excellent tool for picking up on divergences.

Momentum is another indicator that has been gaining popularity among technical traders. Like MACD, Momentum tries to capture the market momentum, hence the name.
As you can see from the chart, MOM and RSI follow each other pretty well. In fact, MOM seems to fill in under the RSI line. This is helpful to remember when you are looking at RSI: that the space between the RSI and the 50% level on the RSI indicator, will roughly approximate the market momentum.

So you can see how you can use RSI to gather the same information that is given on different indicators, but there is more: RSI lends itself particularly well to small spec traders because it helps them identify important price levels and can help them better time their trades.

**Important Point to Remember**

Always remember and never forget RSI, like any secondary indicator, is usually a lagging indicator. This means that it normally follows what is happening on the price chart.

Therefore you should place your primary emphasis on analyzing the market based on what you know about price and use RSI to give you hints, or help confirm your decisions.
RSI Settings

Technical traders always seem to be “tweaking” their settings on the indicators hoping to gain some sort of edge; however since I normally use RSI to gauge market sentiment, I stick with the standard settings.

I have RSI set on a 14 period average, although the 9 and 25 period averages are also popular among traders. The shorter 9 period average with be a little more choppy but will give you even faster, albeit less reliable signals; whereas the longer 25 period average will have a tendency to smooth out the line and give you fewer, but more accurate signals.

If you are curious I encourage you to try the different settings and find one that is right for you. I used to use a 21 period average before; however I went back to the 14 period as I found it just as predictable.

Likewise I stick with the standard 70/30 overbought and oversold parameters. Some traders like to use the 80/20 lines to determine when the market is overbought and oversold.

This is not as important for our purposes since we will be using more than just the overbought and oversold levels in our analysis, but here too, feel free to experiment. You may find that the more extreme levels are to your liking.

The concept of overbought and oversold is an attempt to measure the condition of the market. The reasoning is that everything in the market has a tendency to “normalize”.

Therefore if a market is overbought (too many buyers), then prices should go lower. Likewise if a market is oversold (too many sellers) prices should react by going higher.

It is important to note however, that simply because a market is overbought or oversold does not mean that prices will immediately reverse and go in the opposite direction. During periods of extreme
supply or demand, markets can remain in the overbought or oversold areas for weeks or months at a time.

Even so, it is helpful to keep an eye on the market as it approaches these regions as in most cases the market maybe finding resistance soon.

**How to Use RSI**

The following chart shows a recent trade in the mini Russell Index market.

Notice how the RSI indicator is following prices down. Note too how the peaks, highlighted by the vertical lines, mirror the peaks on the price chart.

One of my favourite tools for analyzing the RSI chart is a simple trendline. By drawing a declining trendline along the peaks on the RSI indicator we can see that the market is currently at a “test point” as highlighted by the circles on the price chart and the RSI chart.
So what is this telling us?

RSI shows that while prices continued higher, RSI (or the market sentiment) was rejecting going higher. In fact as the market was approaching the oversold, RSI was starting to head slightly lower.

Now at the RSI test point RSI shows that the market is either ready to break the downtrend or rebound off the trendline and continue lower still.

Why would this be?

Well a quick look at the chart shows a considerable amount of resistance near the highs as price continues to struggle to get through.

No wonder RSI is showing that the market is at a “test point”!

So how would you handle this?

Given what we have learned from the RSI chart we know that the current price is the “test point” price. Therefore we have one of two options:

1. either prices will bounce off the RSI trendline and continue lower through support, or
2. prices will break the RSI trendline and resistance and head higher.

Therefore you could plan your trade to enter the market long above the recent highs or enter below the current lows. You have effectively cornered the market and have a high probability trade.

Here is the market a few minutes later…
Notice how the market bounced off the RSI trendline and headed lower? The original test point is still highlighted by the blue circle on the RSI chart.

As the market advances RSI begins to form a channel. You should anticipate the RSI indicator forming a channel as it moves from one overbought/sold region to another. By bracketing the movement of the indicator it becomes possible to use the upper and lower boundaries of the channel as targets.

Once RSI emerges out of the top of the channel it forms another series of test points which is followed by a move higher. You will see this happen time and again when using this indicator.

RSI Divergence

In most cases RSI will mirror price. When price goes higher RSI will go higher and when price goes lower RSI will go lower; however there will be times when RSI does not follow suit, rather RSI will
move opposite to prices. This is DIVERGENCE and is one of the strongest signals you can get from RSI.

When RSI and prices begin moving in opposite directions for a period of time keep a close watch on the market because you are almost guaranteed a change in direction!

One other point I want you to notice from this chart is that RSI has a tendency to “hook” at important support and resistance levels. This can aid you in identifying when the market might pause or stop and reverse direction.
Early Signals

While RSI is primarily a lagging indicator, on the odd occasion RSI can tip you to what will happen before prices do. This is another situation where you can take a trade with greater confidence.
In this chart you can clearly see how RSI has already broken the trendline while prices still remain in a channel formation. Knowing this you would give preference to a breakout below the channel, especially when the breakout is as substantial as this one.

Likewise, knowing that RSI has already moved higher, you could enter the market long above the high of the last bar instead of above the top of the channel. This would enable you to both get into the market at a better price and have less money at risk.

RSI can also form other types of breakout formations including sideways channels and pennant formations which will sometimes give you a breakout clue before prices actually breakout of the formation.

**Overbought and Oversold**

Like many oscillator style indicators RSI has overbought/oversold regions to identify when the market has become extended. It’s important to bear in mind when dealing with the overbought and
oversold regions that the market does not have to reverse simply because RSI overbought or oversold.

Sometimes the market can spend a long time in the overbought or oversold region but during that time prices can continue to go higher or lower.

In this chart you can see that mini-Russell spent the better part of the morning session in the overbought region of the RSI indicator. During this time prices kept on advancing without any significant retracement in price.

When RSI has been in the overbought/sold region for an extended period of time the indicator will often make a “retracement” back to the 50% level. This pullback “refreshes” the market and often a resumption of the trend will continue afterward.

When the market does trade in the overbought or oversold areas of the indicator I like to be on the lookout for what is called a “failure swing”.
A failure swing is similar to a 123 top/bottom formation where the indicator will form a new high (low) which will be the 1 point. This will in turn be followed by a reaction move, forming the 2 point. After this the indicator will again test the 1 point but not exceed it, making a 3 point in the process.

Once the indicator breaks through the 2 point it would be a confirmed buy/sell signal, as the case may be.

In this chart the indicator has broken below the 2 point which would lead you to believe that a short position is in order. You could initiate such a position by placing a sell order below the current low and enter short only if the market was able to exceed the low.

This would add a little protection to your position by making the market come to you before engaging the order.

**Final Thoughts**
When using RSI remember that it rarely makes a straight line from overbought to oversold. Expect the indicator to hook and use these hooks to draw trendlines and channels to help give you clues as to what might happen next.

Most importantly however, always remember that while RSI can be a very useful indicator for helping to determine market direction, it is still only a secondary indicator.

Your primary information should be coming from the price charts themselves and the price action contained therein. Always use the charts for your analysis and use RSI to give you hints as to what you might expect the market to do.

Use RSI more as a confirmation tool than a primary decision making tool and you will never go too far wrong.
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